Despite propaganda and censorship — the news you want!

Keep informed of events at home and abroad with these Tribune reporters

With Europe on the brink of war, acts of government here and abroad take on new significance . . . affect immediately the interests of Americans.

Probably at no time in history has each day's news been of such vital and immediate importance to the individual. Now, more than ever before, it is to your interest to watch with the Chicago Tribune's experienced news gatherers.

To give you first-hand accounts of the happenings and trends at the national capital, the Tribune maintains its own Washington staff of reporters. Time and again their dispatches have been first to report the facts about vital matters high in public interest.

They get the news first because they do not wait for it to come to them. They follow no easy routine of official press conferences and rehash of publicity handouts. They dig for the truth—and the Tribune prints it.

To keep you informed of the fast-crowding developments abroad, the Tribune likewise maintains its own staff of American-born and American-trained news gatherers in Europe.

Despite propaganda, censorship and threat of expulsion, they get the news and report it from the American viewpoint.

So that you may be kept informed, the Tribune spares no expense to gather and print the news of every important event and trend at home and abroad. To keep abreast of world conditions which affect your vital interests, read the Chicago Tribune.
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AVERAGE NET PAID TOTAL CIRCULATION DURING THE OFFICIAL SIX-MONTH PERIOD ENDED MARCH 31, 1939: DAILY, 903,922; SUNDAY, 1,134,019